Abstract. The stability and asymptotic properties of a real 2n-dimensional system x' = A(t)x + h(t, x) are studied. Here A(t) is a square block-diagonal matrix with blocks of order two and h(t,x) is a vector function. The method is based on the combination of the technique of complexification and that of vector Lyapunov functions.
Introduction
In [6] the stability and asymptotic behaviour of a two-dimensional system
x' = A(t) x + h(t,x)
were studied by means of the method of complexification and the method of Lyapunov functions. The system was converted to one equation z' = a(t)z + b(t)z with complex-valued coefficients a, b. The results were obtained on the assumption liminff_ >00 (|a(i)| -|i»(i)|) > 0 (or liminfi_,oo(|Ima(i)| -|6(Z)|) > 0) and extend several results of K. Tatarkiewicz [8] and Z. Artstein and E. F. Infante [1] . The case |6(i)| > |Ima(i)| was investigated in [2] and the achieved results generalize those of J. Radzikowski [7] . The existence of bounded solutions in unstable cases was studied in [3] .
In the present paper we attempt to weaken the requirement
liminf(|a(i)| -\b(t)\) > 0
i-• oo from [6] . Instead of a scalar Lyapunov function we shall use a suitable vector Lyapunov function. The advantage of the use of the vector Lyapunov function V consists in the fact that each component of V satisfies less rigid requirements than the usual scalar vector Lyapunov function. Since the use of vector Lyapunov functions is natural and typical for multidimensional 
Preliminaries
Consider a real 2n-dimensional system
(1)
x' = A(t)x + h(t,x),
where A(t) = (ajk(t)), j,k = 1,..., 2n is a square matrix, x = {x\,..., X2n) and h(t, x) = (hi(t, xlf..., x2n),
We suppose that ajk(t) are continuous on J = [/0,oo), a2/-i,j = 0 and o2/,j = 0 for j > 21 + 1 or j < 21 -2, (/ = 1,.. .,n; j = 1,.. .,2n), i.e. the matrix A(t) is of a block-diagonal form
Further, h(t, x) is assumed to be continuous on
First, we shall perform the complexification of (1). For this purpose put
We have Hence Zj = (a 2 j-l,2j-lX2j-l + 0-2j-l,2j x 2j + h 2 j-l)+ + »( a 2j,2j-l®2i-l + + h2j) = = (o2i-i,2j-i + ia 2 j,2j-i)x2j-i + (a 2 j-i,2j + ia 2 j t 2j)x 2 j + fj = Z ' 'Z' Z' Z' = (02j-l,2j-l + ia 2 j,2j-\) 3 3 + (a2j-l,2j + ia,2j,2j) Thus, denoting
we have a system (3) z'j = aj(t)zj + bj(t)zj + fj(t, zi,...,z n ) (j = 1,..., n), where (4) t G 7, z,-€ fir = G C : \z\ < r} (j = l,...,n).
Throughout the paper C denotes the set of all complex numbers, R the set of real numbers. Let N n = {l,...,n}. By Re z, Im z and z we mean the real part, the imaginary part and the conjugate of a complex number z, respectively. For z = (zi,..., z n ) G C™ we put \z\ = ]Cj=i l z jl> ||z|| = (Sj=i \ z j\ 2 )^• C(t,r) will denote the class of all continuous functions P T, C l (I, r) where I is a subinterval of J will denote the class of all continuously differentiable functions I -• r. For g G C(7, C) where I is a subinterval of J we define g(t) as any fixed function q G C(/, C) such that q 2 (i) = g(t).
Assume aj,bj G C(J,C), fj G C(J x i2",C) (j = 1,.. .,ra). Suppose the uniqueness of any initial value problem for (3). In the future, the following hypotheses will play a fundamental role: 
., n).
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Really, if (9), (10) hold then
z j + 9kjZj
x ¡Zj + 9kj(t)zjI
in (10) may be replaced by
If the hypothesis (H) is satisfied we define scalar-valued functions
and a vector-valued function
Notice that, in general, the functions V k j are not positive definite. However, the condition (5) implies the positive definiteness of Vo:
2 n Vo (t, z 1 ,...,z n ) = Y^'52\zj + 9kj{t)zj\
On the other hand, as we shall see, there are no requirements on the derivatives of Vo with respect to (3); we estimate only the derivatives of the functions Vkj (i.e. only the derivatives of the components of the vector-valued function V).
Main results THEOREM 1. Let the hypothesis (H) and the hypothesis (HO) be fulfilled. Assume that
then the trivial solution of (3) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. From (6) it follows that
Let e € (0, r) and t\ > t Q be arbitrary. Suppose that z(t) = (^i(/),..., z n (t)) is any solution of (3) 
With respect to (6') and (19) we have 
In view of (HO) the relation
G'kj(t) < 20kj(t) Re[aj(t) + gkj(t)bj(t) + akj(t)} holds for all t 6 [h,t2)-Thus
where aj G C, bj G C are constants. We suppose the uniqueness of any initial-value problem for (24). 
In view of Remark 1 the hypothesis (H) is fulfilled with the function g k j(t). Clearly g' kj (t) = 0. The conditions (25), (26) imply that (24) has the trivial solution. It is easy to verify that
Hence, for j £ No, the condition (7') is satisfied with a k j(t) = Qj(t), and, for j£N lt with a kj (t) = 2g kj (t).
Z\1 • • • , Z n ) + 9kjfj(t, Z\, • • •, z n ))(zj + g k jZj)] <
= (S + ti)(3(t)x! + (a(t) -7(3(t))x 2 ,
where a, ¡3 G C(J,M), G R, i? 2 < 7 2 + 6 2 . The complexification yields
where a(t) = a(t) + iti(3(t), b(t) = c(3(t), c = i + i6
, |t?| < |c|. The hypothesis (H) is satisfied with gu = -i? 2 )/c, g21 = (-n?-^cl 2 -tf 2 )/c. Indeed, |<7n| = \g2i \ = 1, |<7ii + <72i| = 2|i?|/|c| < 2 and hence (5) holds. Since i Im a(t) + (-l)*" 1^! 6(i)l 2 -(Ima(i)) 2 = /?(<)(*'* + (-l) fc "VH 2 -1? 2 ), the condition (6) is satisfied too. The hypothesis (HO) is fulfilled obviously with an = «21 : 0. Moreover, b(t) = 0 imphes Im a(t) = 0. Now, using Theorem 1 we have the stability of (34) and (33) if
io and the asymptotic stability if respectively. In our case, the conditions (35), (36) are clearly better. Namely, taking to = 7r, a(t) = 0, fl(t) = t~u sin/, where 0 < u < 1, we have the stability in view of (35), however (37) is not satisfied. Taking to = 7r, a(t) = -\c\/ir, /3(f) = sin t, we have the asymptotic stability in view of (36), however (38) is not fulfilled. Notice that also logarithmic norms 
Putting
*kj(t) = el(t),
we obtain
9'kj(t) < <pkj{t).9kj(t) + Akj(t)
for all t > ti for which 9kj(t) ± 0. If t* > h is such that 9kj(t*) = 0, then for all i > ii and Proof. In view of (44) Proof. Let e > 0. In view of (49) and (47) there exists a a > T such that Afcj(i) < -£<fikj(t) for t > a, k = 1,2 and 
(t) = cr(t), X k i(t) = X k (t) (k = 1,2). Assuming that (xi(t),x 2 (t))
is a solution of (50) defined for t > t\ (> to) and applying Corollary 2, Corollary 3 and Theorem 3, we obtain following statements:
1° If 
